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True Direct-Connect Medium Voltage Load Banks
Eliminating the Step-Down Transformer Yields Capacity and Cost Benefits

True direct-connect medium voltage load banks use components that operate directly from a medium voltage source,
eliminating the need for a step-down transformer. This “transformer-less” configuration offers distinct application and cost
advantages, especially for loads exceeding 4,000 kilowatts (kW). The benefits are detailed in the following sections.

CONVENTIONAL MEDIUM VOLTAGE DESIGN
Manufactures offer medium voltage load banks in a range of capacities. Many models are furnished with an integral transformer
that converts medium voltage current to low voltage current, then feeds it to low voltage load bank components that apply load
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Conventional Medium Voltage Load Bank with Transformer

Some manufacturers label these as “direct-connect” units because the solution they provide can be connected by landing
a single set of cables onto load bank step-down transformer or power distribution bus. Nevertheless, these designs present
limitations that can be mitigated by removing the step-down transformer.

TRUE DIRECT-CONNECT DESIGN
By using load bank elements that operate directly at medium voltage, step-down transformers become unnecessary. This
results in connecting the load directly to power source distribution bus for a true direct-connect solution (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: True direct-connect load banks connect directly to medium voltage power source, without a step-down transformer.
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Applying load without using an intermediary transformer offers benefits as follows.

Lower Ampacity
When power is converted to a lower voltage by a transformer, amperage increases. This requires both conductors and
electrical devices that can handle higher ampacities. For example, transforming a 13,800 volt, 4,000 kW current to 480
volts results in a large secondary current of 4,811 amps line-to-line. Depending on the application, this can require
multiple parallel conductors and secondary transformer fusing. This arrangement becomes increasingly costly to
execute when capacities exceed 4,000 kW.
By comparison, a true direct-connect load bank rated for 4,000 kW at 13,800 volts will draw 167 amps line-to-line.
A user will only need to install correctly rated medium voltage cabling from the power source to load bank input bus.
With a true direct-connect medium voltage load bank, the transformer secondary cabling and fuse protection are not
required. Figure 3 compares the equipment required by low and medium voltage applications.

Figure 3: Providing a 6 MW load requires two 3 MW ASCO 9800 Load Banks (left) or a single
6 MW ASCO 9100 Direct-Connect Load Bank (right).

Increased Capacity
Step-down transformers are the limiting factor for medium voltage load bank capacity. At 4,000 kW, step-down transformers
have a large dimensional footprint and unit weight. These design characteristics must be considered and qualified prior to
application.
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With true direct-connect medium voltage load banks,
elimination of the step-down transformer increases load
capacity, with recent models reaching 7,500 kW. The
benefits of passing large amounts of power through a
single load bank include lower equipment purchase,
installation, and maintenance costs. ASCO true directconnect medium voltage load banks are shown in Figure 4.

Fewer Overcurrent Protection Devices
For true direct-connect medium voltage applications,
a single dedicated load bank circuit breaker, fuse, or
other disconnect device can be provided as part of the
switchgear system (Figure 5). This device will adequately
protect the medium voltage conductors that connect to
switchgear to a load bank.

Figure 4: Transformer-less ASCO 9100 True Direct-Connect
Medium Voltage Load Banks serving a Turbine Engine Test Cell.
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Figure 5: Only a single breaker is needed in a true direct-connect design.

Transformer-supplied load banks may also require additional secondary overcurrent protection between the transformer and
the load bank. (Figure 6). This introduces additional complexity, potential points-of-failure, and costs. These are minimized
when step-down transformers are eliminated by using true direct-connect medium voltage designs.
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Figure 6: Circuit breakers and secondary fusing in a transformer-equipped load bank
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Increased Service Life
Transformer longevity is, in part, a function of the percentage of time that the unit is operated. During extended “off”
periods, changes in ambient temperature can result in moisture and condensation build-up within transformer components.
When present, water can corrode internal surfaces of transformers and their components. When a transformer will remain
de-energized for extended periods, space heaters, a temperature monitor/fan controller, and/or a thermostat will usually be
required.
When transformers operate continuously, above-ambient operating temperatures prevent condensation and moisture
accumulation. Except for power factor correction, load banks typically operate only occasionally to support generator set
or power system testing. Consequently, without preventive measures, the service life of many transformer-equipped load
banks will be shorter than experienced by transformers in other applications.
True direct-connect medium voltage load banks are designed for permanent outdoor installation. The units use internal
heating circuits to eliminate moisture and condensation from control sections. They also use over-temperature and air-fail
protection. These safety feature automatically drop load if cooling equipment fails. True medium voltage load banks are
constructed to meet or exceed NEMA 3R standards. The characteristics are suited for outdoor operations and extend
service life.

Reduced Maintenance
Transformers require periodic maintenance. Certain services must be conducted when the transformer is energized while others
must be completed when the unit is de-energized. Periodic maintenance becomes especially important when transformers are
used intermittently and are thus more apt to experience moisture-related impacts. Eliminating the transformer streamlines facility
operations and eliminates the need for these transformer-related services and the associated maintenance logistics.

Cleaner Power
As power levels approach transformer capacity, core saturation will distort AC waveforms, creating harmonics at the
output of secondary windings. To maintain power quality, harmonic content in AC power systems should be avoided.
Because true direct-connect load banks attach directly to medium voltage switchgear, they provide “cleaner” AC
power, without transformer-generated noise, for improved power quality. Figures 7 and 8 show AC waveforms for
conventional and direct-connect medium voltage applications, respectively.

Figure 7: Saturated secondary voltage sine wave from
transformer-equipped load bank

Figure 8: Voltage sine wave from a true direct-connect
medium voltage load bank
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Lower Equipment Life Cycle Costs
True direct-connect designs offer lower cost per
kW of load. The following sections summarize
several areas of potential cost savings.
Lower Capital Costs

Conventional
Medium Voltage vs
with Step-Down Transformer

3MW

Direct-connect load banks reduce overall capital costs because of their higher
capacity and streamlined design. Because
there is no integrated or separate stepdown transformer, there is no associated
cost for this additional equipment. True
direct-connect designs do not require
multiple high-amperage, low voltage cables
at the transformer secondary output. For
these reasons, capital costs can be lower
for applications exceeding 4 MW, as shown
in the following table.
Lower Operating Costs
True direct-connect load banks offer
lower operating costs according to the
following factors:

• Increased Capacity: With over
7 MW capacity, true direct-connect
designs offer lower costs per kilowatt
of load.

• Transformer Maintenance: Because
there is no transformer to service,
users avoid the associated
maintenance costs.
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True
Direct-Connect
Medium Voltage
6MW

3MW

$322,214
$6,000

$

328,214

$285,000

6MW
Load Bank
System

$

Load
Cables

Total
System
Cost

$56.37
Cost
per kW

$

4,000

289,000

$48.16

kW kW
Estimated capital costs to provide 6,000 kW of
total load for a 13,800-volt power source

• Secondary Fusing: True direct-connect medium voltage load banks can accept power directly from source,
or at the main bus of switchgear, eliminating the expense of three-phase secondary fusing required for low
voltage transformers.

• Equipment Replacement: When step-down transformers reach end-of-life, they must be replaced.
Alternatively, entire load banks could require replacement when their transformers no longer offer
cost effective operation. With true direct-connect models, users avoid either the cost of transformer
replacement or the higher cost of replacing an entire transformer-equipped load bank.

SUMMARY
True direct-connect medium voltage load banks use load elements that operate at the voltage supplied by medium
voltage switchgear. This eliminates the need to use a step-down transformer to feed low voltage load equipment. It also
eliminates the need to provide larger and or multiple load units and associated cabling that would otherwise be needed
to meet ampacity requirements. Consequently, a single true direct-connect design can provide load equaling up to 7,500
kW. In comparison, the practical capacity limit for load banks that use step-down transformers is approximately 4,000 kW.
Because of their streamlined design, true direct-connect load banks offer several additional advantages. These include
fewer overcurrent protection devices, increased service life, reduced maintenance, improved power quality, and lower life
cycle costs.
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